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Seascapes  
and Pictures

2015

Debussy – La Mer 
Mussorgsky – Pictures at an Exhibition

Music Director – Sadaharu Muramatsu

21 March 7pm / 22 March 2.30pm 
Sunday concert free for Seniors as part of NSW Seniors Week (bookings essential)

Orchestra of the Inner WestSOS
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1300 306 776

Strathfield Town Hall 

Cnr Redmyre & Homebush Rds,  
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In keeping with the theme of this 
performance, some of the key 
visual works associated with the music are reproduced on the front and back 
covers of this program. Above, The Great Wave off  Kanagawa by Katsushika 
Hokusai is shown. Debussy was familiar with prints from Japanese artists such as 
Hokusai and Hiroshige, which were popular in France at the time. He requested 
that detail from The Great Wave be printed on the cover of the score to La Mer, 
forever associating the print with his music.

This association is more than thematic. The Great Wave describes a violently 
swelling and crashing sea, a fact not lost on our conductor, Sadaharu Muramatsu, 
who used a copy of the image to remind the orchestra that the music should 
“build gradually, then crash suddenly” in parts during the rehearsal season for 
this concert. 

The second image shown on this page 
is the Snow Storm: Steam-Boat off  a 
Harbour’s Mouth by the English painter 
JMW Turner. The sea is a major subject 
across Turner’s works and like the fi rst and 
third movements in La Mer, Steam-Boat 
is concerned with the interplay of light, 
water and wind.

One of the very few times Debussy was 
known to have spent time on the ocean 
was to cross the channel for a visit to 
London in 1902. Although he apparently 
did not enjoy the channel crossing, he 

greatly admired the works of Turner, which he took the opportunity to see during 
his visit. Works such as Steam-Boat may have served as inspiration for La Mer.

 The Great Wave off  Kanagawa - 
Katsushika Hokusai

Snow Storm: Steam-Boat off  a 
Harbour’s Mouth - 

J M W Turner

Seascapes & 
Pictures
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La Mer
Claude Debussy
(1862 - 1918) 

Interval

Pictures at an Exhibition
Modest Mussorgsky (arr. Ravel)

(1839 - 1881)

Program
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..As you listen, see if you don’t get the impression 
– the suggestion – of the absolute stillness of the 
ocean just before dawn. Then you will hear the 
fi rst spooky rays of light, the fi rst faint cries of sea 
birds, and then the waters begin to stir and rock 
as the fi rst breeze comes up. As the movement 
goes on, you will hear a bright new sound from 
the cellos and the horns which is like the sudden 
appearance of the sun on the horizon.. 

 ..You see how golden that is!?..

(adapted from Leonard Bernstein’s Young People’s Concerts)

The work Bernstein refers to as Debussy’s great tone painting found its origins 
in deeply personal memories of childhood holidays spent on the coast, and 
inspiration in European and Japanese paintings and prints. These infl uences 
contribute to an image of the sea that is uniquely personal, drawing on an 
intimate musical language to illustrate an individual sense of the idea of the sea.

Finding his “..endless store of memories of the sea.. worth more than the reality, 
whose beauty weighs down thought too heavily”, Debussy began his composition 
in 1903, far from any coastline. Contrary to the traditions of impressionism in the 
visual arts, the work has few specifi c connections to place or time, perhaps one 
of the reasons Debussy reacted negatively when the work was hailed as a marvel 
of impressionism – Debussy maintaining that he was trying to do something 
diff erent.

The fi rst movement, From Dawn to Noon on the Sea, described in the adaptation 
from Bernstein above, is made up of whole note fragments, gradually combined 
and built up into the swell and retreat of cellos, timpani and horns. The 
movement ends in what might be a sparkling, shimmering evocation of the sun 
at midday.

The second movement, Play of the Waves, is a soft scherzo scored with extreme 
delicacy, recalling the style of Debussy’s earlier works. The movement begins 
with melodic sections of cor anglais, and trills and triplets on the violins, 
interspersed with fi gures from the harp. The movement becomes increasingly 
lively and (quietly) animated before drawing to a serene close. 

The fi nal movement, Dialogue of the Wind and the Sea, recalls the two motifs 
from the beginning of the work. It alternatively features passages that are stately 
and soaring with those that are tumultuous and bustling led by the brass. 

La Mer
Debussy

(1862-1918)
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Pictures at an 
Exhibition
Mussorgsky 
(arr. Ravel)
(1839-1881)

Unlike Debussy’s La Mer, the other work in this 
performance, the sound-images of Pictures at an 
Exhibition are fi rmly rooted in a specifi c set of 
circumstances and objects. Composed as a piano 
work in 1874 in remembrance of the artist Viktor 
Hartmann, (Mussorgsky’s close friend), the work 
is set as a carefully structured tour through a 
gallery of Hartmann’s works.

Pictures has been arranged for orchestra a 
number of times over the years, most popularly 
by Maurice Ravel (published 1920) and both this 

orchestral and the arranged piano versions remain popular for virtuoso piano 
and symphony recitals respectively. 

Possibly inspired by a retrospective exhibition of over 400 works held after 
Hartmann’s death in 1873, Mussorgsky’s musical tour starts with a stately 
Promenade, (familiar not least because of its almost ubiquitous use in television) 
setting the scene for a stroll through a very eclectic collection of paintings, 
sketches and designs.

Ravel’s arrangement features 14 short movements. After the fi rst Promenade,  the 
tour stops to explore separate works of the exhibition and is interspersed with 3 
more short Promenades. The 6 surviving works by Hartmann that can be linked 
to movements in Mussorgsky’s score are reproduced on the back cover with the 
comments from the art critic, Vladimir Stasov’s original program.
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Sadaharu 
Muramatsu
Music Director

Sadaharu Muramatsu (“Sada”) is the Music 
Director of Strathfi eld Symphony Orchestra. He 
is also the choirmaster of Willoughby Symphony 
Choir, conductor of Wesley Institute Choir and 
lecturer/instructor of conducting at the Wesley 
Institute, and choirmaster of Sydney Japanese 
Choir “Sakura”. Sada will be the guest conductor 
of the prestigious Nagoya Philharmonic 
Orchestra in Japan in 2016, and the Central Aichi 
Symphony Orchestra in Japan in 2015.

In Sydney Sada has conducted the Penrith Symphony Orchestra, Sydney 
Camerata, Rockdale Opera Company, Eastern Sydney Chamber Choir, 
Kammerklang Chamber Orchestra and many other groups. His experience in 
Europe includes conducting the Budapest Operettszínház in a performance 
broadcast by Hungarian National Broadcasting Corporation (MTV). Sada has 
appeared in TV, radio, and newspapers including BBC, Channel 9, SBS radio and 
many media programmes.

Sada completed a Masters of Music in Conducting at the Royal Northern College 
of Music in Manchester, UK. He was granted a fellowship to study conducting at 
the Sydney Conservatorium of Music, University of Sydney under the Japanese 
Government Overseas Study Program for Artists. Sada resides in Australia with 
a Distinguished Talent visa granted for his achievements by the Australian 
Government.

His outstanding accomplishments include an Honorary Doctorate in Music from 
his alumnus Anglia Ruskin University in Cambridge, UK (2011): Second prize 
in the Vienna Summa Cum Laude international youth music festival with the 
Wesley Institute Choir at the Golden Hall, Musikverein, Austria (2011); Finalist 
and awarded special prize of the jury at the Emmerich Kalman International 
Conductor’s Competition at the Budapest Operetta Theatre in Hungary 
(2007); Semi-fi nalist in the 2nd Bartok Bela International Opera-Conducting 
competition in Romania (2007); Mortimer Furber Prize for Conducting in 
Manchester, UK (2005); and First prize at the ISIS 
Conducting Competition in Cambridge, UK (2001).

Sada studied conducting under Kurt Masur, Imre 
Pallo, Sir Mark Elder, Gianandrea Noseda, Christian 
Mandeal, Hirofumi Misawa and Kazuki Sawa.

www.sadaharu.net
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Strathfi eld Symphony Orchestra is a community 
orchestra based in the inner west Sydney suburb 
of Strathfi eld. The orchestra is comprised of 
approximately 50 players. It rehearses most 
Monday nights and gives four performances a 
year, plus a special concert for seniors in Senior 
Citizen’s Week. The orchestra aims to promote 
music-making in the community, to provide 
exciting and enjoyable concert programs, to 
nurture young talent, and to showcase the works 
of Australian composers.

Paul Pokorny
Concertmaster

Paul Pokorny is the Concertmaster of the 
Strathfi eld Symphony and has also appeared as 
soloist. He has played in many of the amateur 
and freelance orchestras in Sydney including 
Concertmaster of the North Shore Youth 
Orchestra, Lane Cove Symphony, Northern 
Chamber Orchestra, Warringah Symphony, 
Encore Kammerorchester, the Sydney Serenade, 
the Sydney Occasional Orchestra and the Ku-ring-
gai Philharmonic Orchestra. He is also Principal 
violin with the Balmain Sinfonia and has played 

with the Solar Chamber Orchestra, Bourbaki Ensemble and Orchestra 143. 
Paul is a keen chamber musician, and is fi rst violin with the Opus Four String 
Quartet and the Strathfi eld String Quartet and is 
concertmaster for occasional event orchestras.

In addition to performing freelance function 
work for many years Paul has been a active 
orchestral leader and player for many of Sydney’s 
musical societies. Paul also enjoys singing and 
playing piano.

Strathfield 
Symphony 
Orchestra
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“Then in 1975 Shirrley Mahableshwarwalla 
became secretary, a lady recently from 
India, who was very intrigued with the 
orchestra when she arrived. She remained 
the secretary until 1997, an extraordinary 
period of devotion to a task, often very 
time consuming, that has merited our life 
long thanks.”
So wrote Geoff  Widmer in “A Thirty Year 
History”, the story of the Orchestra from 
1969 to 1999. 

Of course, as those who have seen her resplendent in her sari at our concerts 
since 1997 can attest, Shirrley is still very much with us, and this year celebrates 
40 years as a non playing volunteer with the Orchestra. A record that surely will 
never be broken.

From Secretary to Assistant Secretary, Committee Member and Committee 
Minder, Providore, Front of House, Council Liaison, Post Box Clearer, Keeper 
of Keys and Knowledge and Chief Carer for Waifs and Strays, Shirrley has been 
all things to this Orchestra and has kept us very much on our toes. Every new 
Committee Member has to undergo a rigorous spelling test – to get Shirrley’s 
name right.

Shirrley’s indomitable spirit has survived 
moving to the South Coast, some ill health in 
2012 and very sadly, the death of her husband 
Behram last year. Although any one of these 
would stop most of us, Shirrley’s commitment 
remains strong and unwavering. 
On 1st April 2015 Shirrley is having a 
signifi cant birthday. Of course we can’t say 
which one. And as she still goes to the gym 
every week, she’s likely to have very many 
more.

So on this occasion we’d like to pay tribute to 
someone who has spent half her life serving 
this Orchestra and this Community.
Shirrley, HAPPY BIRTHDAY and THANK 
YOU from all of us.

- Bruce Lane

Extraordinary 
Milestones
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The 
Orchestra

Violin 1
Paul Pokorny**
Dorothy Sercombe^
Stephen Davies 
Sarah Haddad
Beatrice Mui 
Chantal Nguyen
Hannah Nunn
Hanako Ward
Richard Wilgoss
Petroc Wilton

Violin 2
Philip Hazell*
Garth Andrews
Rosslyn Irvine
Simonil Mehta
Rohini Mulford
Alana Pretty
Faye Tan
Julianne Tonini

Viola
Danielle Norton*
Emma Barnett
Timothy Darmanto
Katharine Fox
Andrew Heike
Laura Jamieson
Harriet O’Donnell

Cello
Alicea Gedz*
Keira Bird
Vanessa Chalker
Philippa Childs
Serena Thomas
Rosie Dillon
Craig Giles
Bruce Lane
Jane Parkin Kullmann
Janet Widmer
Danni Yi Ding

Double Bass
Vince Angeloni
Robert Budniak 
Glenn Denny
Andrew Finlayson
Elsen Price

Flute
Lyndon Swasbrook*
Dennis Dorwick
Prue Page

Oboe
Adele Haythornthwaite* 

Clarinet
Regina Lucena-Tam*
Kate Sweeny 

Bass Clarinet & Sax
Jason Kok

Bassoon
John Fletcher*
Alex Thorburn

Contrabassoon
Graeme Widmer

French Horn
Amanda Whitfi eld*
Lynelle Gullick
Luke Midena
Rafael Salgado
John Trezise

Trumpet
Jess Kesby*
Zachary Anderson
Janette Vardy
David Young

Cornet
David Young
Rebecca Williams

Trombone
Lindsay Smartt*
Erwin Da Silva Gruener
Brendan Towney

Tuba & Euphonium
Gary Levin

Timpani
Steve Machamer*

Percussion
Mathew Levy
Hugh Tidy
Cleo Venner

Celeste
Elias Calabretta

Harp
Verna Lee-Brown

* Principal
**Concertmaster
^ Deputy Concertmaster
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Committee

Life 
Members

Thanks To

President— Bruce Lane
Vice President & Concertmaster—Paul Pokorny
Vice President & Librarian—Alicea Gedz
Treasurer— Andrew Heike
Secretary— Philip Hazell
Members— Sarah Haddad, Laura Jamieson, 
  Alex Thorburn

Christine Edwards
Bellissario Hernandez
Marie Hodsdon
Geoff  Widmer
Shirrley 
   Mahableshwarwalla

Vincent Leonard
Margaret Shirley
Chris Elenor
Laura Jamieson

Stage Manager—Craig Giles
Poster Design—Jonathan Yang
Program Notes—Jeremias Zylberberg 
Program Design—Laura Jamieson
Rehearsal Catering—Danielle Norton
Concert Catering—Rick Sercombe
Front of House—Shirrley Mahableshwarwalla, 
  Lorraine Fernandez, Charlotte Lewis

Orchestra of the Inner WestSOS
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appreciates the support of
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9th Movement: Ballet of the 
Unhatched Chickens 

“Hartmann’s design for the 
décor of a picturesque scene in 

the ballet Trilby”

10th Movement: 
Samuel Goldenburg and Schmuyle

This movement is thought to 
be based on two separate extant 
portraits, “Two Jews, Rich and 

Poor”

12th Movement: The Catacombs
“Hartmann represented himself examining the 
Paris catacombs by the light of a lantern”

13th Movement: The Hut of Baba Yaga
“Hartmann’s drawing depicted a clock in the form of Baba-

Yaga’s hut on fowl’s legs. Mussorgsky added the witch’s 
fl ight in a mortar.”

14th Movement: The Great Gate of Kiev
“Hartmann’s sketch was his design for city gates at Kiev 
in the ancient Russian massive style with a cupola shaped 
like a Slavonic helmet.”

Seascapes & 
Pictures


